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This document is intended for students of the University of Music and Performing Arts Graz, whose studies have 

been implemented in KUGonline in the new study plan model "SPO Management".
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1 NEW STUDY PLAN ADMINISTRATION IN KUGONLINE 

Starting with the winter term 2017/18, a new version of the study plan administration (SPO management) in KU-

Gonline will be gradually implemented.  

Once your studies have been changed to the new study plan administration, you will need to assign the courses/ex-

aminations you have completed in your studies to your online curricula in KUGonline1. How it works and why you 

should do this is the subject of this guide. 

If your studies have not been converted to the new study plan administration, the assignment of your academic 

achievements is not necessary (the possibility to do so is also not offered). 

2 HAVE MY STUDIES ALREADY BEEN CHANGED? 

Before starting a new semester2, you can check in KUGonline whether your studies have already been converted 

to the new SPO management. To do so, open the Application “My Degree Programme” and click on “Show my 

degree programmes”. 

There you will see all studies to which you have been, or you are currently registered. The column "Curriculum" 

shows the current study plan version of the individual studies. As soon as a study plan has been implemented, it is 

given the suffix "_SPO", except for teacher training programmes, musicology and electrical engineering and audio 

engineering. In the example below, the bachelor’s programme in Piano - 19U_SPO - has already been converted. 

The Master’s programme Music Education – Trombose-Jazz is still in the old study plan administration. 

When you are or have been registered to a teacher training programme, musicology or electrical engineering and 

audio engineering there is a four- instead of a two-digit number, when the study plan has been already converted. 

!By clicking on the study plan version (only for SPO-studies) 

you are going to access the curricula support!  

 
1 The most of your achievements will be assigned automatically, but not all of them. 
2 The conversion of a study to the new study plan administration will be done a few weeks before the beginning of the course registration 
period of the new semester so that you have enough time to assign your courses. 
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3 CURRICULA SUPPORT: INTRODUCTION 

3.1 Purpose of the application 

The KUGonline application curricula support is part of the new study plan administration “SPO management”. It 

represents a view of your personal curriculum, which you can open for each of your studies modelled in SPO. In this 

application, you can always check your personal progress: 

▪ which subjects (technical name: nodes) have already been completed positively and which courses/exams 

are still missing 

▪ to which courses you are enrolled 

▪ for which exams you are registered 

▪ if you have fulfilled the requirements for the registration to lectures and examinations defined in the cur-

riculum 

Your positive and approved achievements (course/examination results, recognitions) need to be assigned in the 

curricula support to the appropriate examination nodes of your curriculum. An examination node is the technical 

term in SPO for a subject required in your curriculum e.g. A.1. Introduction to my field of study (2 semester hours/4 

Credits). Only then the curricula support is able to recognise how you would like to use your exams and recognitions 

in your studies and is able to calculate your current study progress and course requirements. 

 

Attention! 

In your own interest, please check the assignment of your achievements regularly whenever you receive new 

course/examination results in KUGonline. In the case of missing assignments, it may be possible that you do not 

meet the needed course requirements and the system rejects your course registration. 

3.2 Access to the Curricula Support 

To access the curricula support of a specific degree, open the Application “My Degree Programme”, first click on 

Show my degree programmes” and then click on the title or the study plan version (e.g. 19U_SPO) of the study 

programme you wish to open the curricula support. The curricula support is only available for studies that have 

already been converted to the new study plan administration. How to know whether your study programme has 

already been changed to the new study plan administration, see chapter 2 Have my studies already been changed? 
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4 CURRICULA SUPPORT: START WINDOW 

 

Explanation:  

 

[1] Study programme for which you opened the curricula support. 

[2] Left section: Fold-out tree of your curriculum: By clicking on the plus icon , you can open the subordinate 

levels step-by-step and thus view your entire curriculum. At the lowest level you will see the so-called examination 

nodes (node   3 with green icon).  These are your required subjects according to the curriculum together with the 

courses/exams offered in the current academic year to complete these subjects. 

Note: You can also register directly for courses and exams via the curricula support.  

[3] Right section: In the right section of the curricula support you can see the current status and progress of each 

subject. Example of an examination node: [105/16U/PF1.1/01] Harmony 02: 

[a] If a green "P" icon is entered in the "Pass" column for a node, this node is already positively completed. Grey 

icon: Node is not yet completed. 

[b] If a green "V" icon is entered in the "RM" column, this either means that there are no course requirements or 

you have already fulfilled them positively. A grey "V" icon means that there are requirements according to the 

curriculum that you have not fulfilled yet. 

Note: Registration requirements are only recorded for those nodes to which courses have been allocated and you 

can register for (nodes with green icon).  .) 

[c] In the column “Cre” you can see how many credits you have reached at this node. 

 
3 All “lines” with a coloured flag icon are nodes of your curriculum. The green flag icons indicate examination nodes. 
You can only assign achievements to these nodes; the other nodes are merely “headings”, such as a module or 
specific emphases of your study programme. 

 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[c] [d] [a] [b] 

[3] 
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[d] In the “Grade” column you can see the grades you received for the individual courses. In addition to these, 

grades are also calculated for whole sections/modules of your studies. However, these grades are only displayed 

when the corresponding section has been completed and is only a computational aid for the registrar’s office to 

prepare your degree completion and your final certificates. 

 

 

Attention! 

Your study performance (credits, requirements, and completed nodes) will be constantly changed in order to be 

up-to-date. Changes can be caused by e.g. new exam results, recognitions, registration or withdrawal from courses 

and exams, corrections of credits, curriculum changes or you assigning achievements to a certain examination node. 

If you assign a course or exam to a specific node the columns will be updated with a little delay. The recalculation 

is usually done within 24hours but usually much faster. The date and time of the last calculation will be displayed 

on top of the curricula support. 
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5 HOW TO ASSIGN AND REASSIGN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS? 

5.1 Basic functioning 

As a general rule, all achievements (course/examination results) completed within your studies must be assigned 

to a specific node (= subject) of your curriculum in order that KUGonline can actually recognise and calculate your 

study performance. 

Courses of compulsory subjects will be automatically assigned by the system as soon as the results or the recogni-

tions have been approved. As opposed to this, (compulsory) elective subjects where you can chose which ones and 

how to use them thus need to be assigned by the students themselves in the curricula support. 

 

Node with results assigned to it 

The following example shows a blue “L” in the column “results”. This means that a suitable course/examination 

result has already been assigned to the node. You can see this by the displayed details in the other columns as well 

– “Pass” (green P) = required node is completed, “RM” (green V) = requirements are fulfilled, “Cre” (4 ECTS) = amount 

of achieved credits and “Grade” (1.0) = grade of the assigned achievement. 

 

 

By clicking on the blue “L” you can see which course/examination is actually assigned to the called node. 

 

 

Nodes without any results assigned to it: Indicator of existing results which may be assigned to the node  

If a grey “L” is displayed in the column “results” this means that you completed a course that may be assigned to 

this node. However, this achievement has not been assigned to it yet OR it had already been assigned to another 

node. By clicking on the “L” the achievement editing window will be opened, giving you the details on this achieve-

ment (see above). 
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5.2 Assign non-assigned achievements 

If your curriculum leaves you a choice on how to use certain achievements for your study (e.g. different study 

emphases) there is more than one node to which it is possible to assign the achievement, thus the system cannot 

automatically assign them. In this case, you have to decide how you are going to use these results. You can do so, 

by assigning these achievements to the wanted subjects/nodes of your curriculum in the curricula support. 

Display non-assigned achievements: 

1) Click on “Display” in the column „Achievements“ in the navigation box in the left corner of your curricula 

support. 

 

2) The new window “Achievements” gives you an overview of all achievements (assigned as well as non-

assigned ones) including the individual editing options. 

 

Explanation of the window “Achievements” 

[1] In the left column you will see all courses/examinations completed or recognised within your study. 

[2] In the column “…” you will see whether the achievement had already been assigned to a specific node or not. 

Furthermore, if assigned the column “…” will give further details on to which node it had been assigned. 

[3] 

[2] 

  

[1] 

[3]  
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[3] Subject to certain conditions you are able to complete or change these assignments by clicking on the pencil 

symbol at the end of each row in the column “action”. 

Note: You can sort or filter your achievements by using the icons  

3) Assign non-assigned achievements 

Example: The achievement “Korrepetition SP Orchester-/Chordirigieren BA 03” has not been assigned yet and 

should be assigned to a specific exam node. Click onto the pencil icon in the column “action” to open the editing 

mask, chose the wanted node and click Save and close to save your choice. 

 

 

 

 

In the above mentioned editing mask – if you are entitled to – you are also able to change an already assigned 

assignment. In the next chapter chap. 5.3 Changing assigned achievements you can see another way on how to 

view, assign and reassign already assigned results. 

 

Important! Please note the restrictions when it comes to assigning achievement explained in chap. 6 FAQ – I cannot 

assign the wanted course/examination result. 
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5.3 Reassign assigned achievements 

You can reassign your course results to another node if an alternative assignment – to another subject according 

to your curriculum – is possible. 

 

[1] Search for the free node to which you want to assign the achievement and click onto the grey “L” in the column 

“result”. 

 

In the opening mask „achievements“ you can see that the example achievement “…” has been assigned to a 

different node. Clik onto the pencil icon in the column „action“ in order to reassign this achievement to the wanted 

node. 

Note: Reassigning is not possible if the achievement is a recognition or if the new node already has an achievement 

assigned to it. Furthermore you need to fulfill the course requirements of the free node in order to assign an 

achievement to it. 

5.4 Assign free elective subjects 

At the moment4, it is not possible to assign or state your choice of free elective subjects via the curricula support. 

Thus, the assignment of your free elective subjects still remains in the responsibility of the registrar’s office and 

should be announced there at latest upon your registration for completing your study. 

 
4 Date: May 2017 

 

 

[1] 
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5.5 Assign recognitions 

In order to assign recognitions (course results achieved in another study or institution e.g. semester abroad) to a 

specific node a recognition application must be carried out first. For recognising achievements you can find help on 

our webpage and by the Austrian National Union of Students (ÖH). 

The assignment of recognitions will be done either in the course of the recognition process itself or can be done by 

the student in the curricula support after the achievement had been recognised as with “real” achievements. 

Attention: Once the recognition had been assigned to a specific node, you can no longer change it yourself. 

5.6 “Detach” assigned achievements 

Achievements which have been assigned to a specific node cannot be “detached” by students. “Detaching achieve-

ments” means that the assignment of an achievement to a specific node will be removed (= to become non-assigned 

achievement) and will not be counted towards the completion of your study. You have non-assigned achievements 

e.g. when completing more free elective subjects than needed according to your curriculum. At most, you are able 

to reassign the achievement from node X to node Y, as explained above. If you really need to detach an achievement 

please contact onlinecurricula@kug.ac.at. 

5.7 FAQ – I cannot assign my achievements as wanted 

In some cases you will not be able to assign or reassign achievements, due to some technical restrictions. 

▪ You are not able to assign achievements which were completed in a different degree programme. 

▪ You can assign achievements to a specific node only if the course had been defined (‘modelled’) as possible 

achievement for the subject (= as specified in your curriculum). This also applies to recognised course re-

sults. 

▪ You can only assign achievements to nodes which do not already have achievements assigned to it. 

▪ You can only assign achievements to nodes when you fulfil the registration requirements for that specific 

node. 

▪ You can only assign achievements if they have at least the same amount of ECTS points as required in the 

curriculum. 

▪ You are not allowed to reassign recognitions to another node. 

▪ You are not allowed to “detach” already assigned achievements from a node. 

▪ Your study performance will be recalculated as soon as there are changes (new course registrations, new 

course results, etc.) You may not be able to make any changes during this period, e.g. assigning achieve-

ments. The calculation is normally done within a few minutes, but in exceptional cases it can also take 

considerably longer. 

Please contact onlinecurricula@kug.ac.at or the registrar’s office if changes need to be done which you cannot carry 

out yourself. 

6 CONTACT AND HELPDESK 

 Contact: 

If you have questions or problems please contact onlinecurricula@kug.ac.at. 

In addition, for questions regarding your curriculum content you can also con-

tact the registrar’s office. 
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